does not provide you with a pretext to twist the law and attempt to regulate dogs in “nonsanctioned” restaurant extensions.
Outside seating areas, be they technically “sanctioned” or “unsanctioned” and (as is obvious)
in many instances now plainly “tolerated” by your department, are NOT ON THE LICENSED
PREMISES and your department has no legal powers to arbitrarily extend regulations to
areas adjacent to the licensed areas. This should be made clear to your staff by clear
policy guidelines. Your failure to do this is placing your junior frontline staff in an intolerable
situation by requiring them to “enforce” ultra vires instructions.
You may care to note that in Europe and N. America the restrictions on dogs applies only to
preventing dogs being taken into the food preparation areas, leaving the option of
permitting dogs to be present in seating areas within licenses premises solely the discretion
of the license holder. No major overseas authorities (with the exception of a few American
county-level licensing authorities)* even attempt to regulate dogs taken to outside seating
areas.)
( *Note: Those that do, merely make dog-owners from cleaning up any mess made by a dog and prohibit dogs
from eating off the tables and restaurant’s utensils)

You could put the whole problem to bed by introducing a small legislative amendment to
regulation 10 B so the restriction on dogs applies only to “the food preparation area” rather
than the current “licensed food premises”, which is line with most overseas legislation.
The ball is in your court.

Yours faithfully,

Peter A.
Crush
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P. A. Crush
c.c. Hon Mr Tommy Cheung Yu-yan SBS JP ,
Members of the Legco Panel on Food Safety
Chairpersons: SPCA, HKDR, Animals Asia Foundation,
Miss Amy Yung, Islands District Council
Jove Chan, Clerk to Legco Panel on Food Safety & Environmental Hygiene.

Scenes at Sai Kung Restaurants Saturday Evening (May 2011):

This situation is what Hong Kong people want and find acceptable.
What’s your problem?

Dining Outside Overseas

WHY?

